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In the early decades of the last century, literature reported anecdotal reports of isolated
cases of athletes with respiratory disorders arising during exercise. Studies published
in the 1980s described these specific pathological manifestations in athletes of endurance disciplines. In 1981, Mahler et al recorded forced expiratory flow volume loops
(FVL) in 15 runners before and after an ultramarathon (80.6 to 100 km) to evaluate
the results of hard exercise on lung function.1 They observed a significant decrease
postrace in forced vital capacity (FVC), in forced expiratory volume in 1 second
(FEV1), in peak expiratory flow, and in flow at 50% of FVC that improved by 2.5 hours
after the race. The authors inferred that the reduction in flow rates after ultramarathon
running could be explained by a temporary airway obstruction and the restoration of
the initial lung function and gradual improvement of the decrease of FVC with rest
and nourishment by the development of respiratory muscle fatigue. Just a few years
later, in 1984, Dempsey focused his attention on exercise-induced arterial hypoxemia
(EIAH) in healthy subjects, describing endurance-trained runners experiencing significant desaturation.2
In the last 30 years from this initial description, an interesting debate has been
developing about the limitations of the respiratory system in absolutely healthy subjects. These studies implied a limited capacity by the respiratory system to adapt to
chronic physical training, as is already stated in chronic hypoxia3 or lung resection4
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Abstract: Respiratory disorders are often a cause of morbidity in top level endurance athletes,
more often compromising their performance and rarely being a cause of death. Pathophysiological
events occurring during exercise, such as bronchospasm, are sometimes followed by clear pathological symptoms represented by asthma related to physical exertion or rarely by pulmonary
edema induced by a strenuous effort. Both bronchospasm and the onset of interstitial edema
induced by exercise cannot be considered pathological per se, but are more likely findings that
occur in several healthy subjects once physical exhaustion during exertion has been reached.
Consequently, we get a vision of the respiratory system perfectly tailored to meet the body’s
metabolic demands under normal conditions but which is limited when challenged by strenuous
exercise, in particular when it happens in an unfavorable environment. As extreme physical effort
may elicit a pathological response in healthy subjects, due to the exceeding demand in a perfectly
functional system, an overview of the main tools both enabling the diagnosis of respiratory
impairment in endurance athletes in a clinical and preclinical phase has also been described.
Keywords: exercise, athlete, ventilation, bronchoconstriction
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and demonstrated in the peripheral muscles and the cardiovascular system.
Actually, exercise training involves every component
of the O2 transport and metabolic system, except the lungs.
Only hypoxia in early life and extensive lung resection have
been proven to stimulate growth in normal lungs across
species.5
Many causes can limit pulmonary performance. First,
flow limitation may occur in intrathoracic airways during
exercise because of bronchoconstriction phenomena or
due to an excessive ventilatory demand superimposed on
a normal maximum flow-volume envelope.6–8 Narrowing
of the extrathoracic upper airways also occurs in some
athletes at very high flow rates during heavy exercise.9,10
Second, EIAH occurs when alveolar–arterial O2 pressure
difference excessively widens,2 attributable both to the
opening of small intracardiac or intrapulmonary shunts11,12
during exercise and to the interstitial edema formation.13,14
Finally, fatigue of the respiratory muscles, particularly of
the diaphragm, can have a vasoconstrictor effect on limb
muscle vasculature compromising O2 transport and the
overall performance.15
From all of the above, we can draw the paradoxical idea
that the fitter someone is, the more likely he will experience
respiratory limitations. This is different from the favorable
remodeling effect determined by physical training on the
lungs in chronic respiratory diseases.16 This implies that
chronic physical training per se might arouse a faulty adaptation of the main lung components, at the alveolar–capillary
interface or at the airway level, particularly when exertion is
carried on in particular environmental locations, as in cold17
or in hypoxic conditions at even moderately high altitude.
The result is that the negative influences of these respiratory
system limitations will be greatly intensified during exercise
performance, especially in highly fit individuals.
Consequently, the debate if the lung can be defined
“overbuilt” or “underbuilt” for facing strenuous exercise has
been recognized as intriguing by the scientific community.18
The latest scientific reports support the hypothesis of a
fully attained function of the lung to satisfy the metabolic
demands in normal conditions (ie, levels of physical activity
at sea level), but severely impaired during high level exercise
or in extreme environmental conditions. The aim of this
review is to outline the most frequently described respiratory
disorders challenging the endurance athletes: the dramatic
side effects, such as the sudden death; the prevalence and
incidence of exercise-induced respiratory disorders in the
athletes; miscellaneous of clinical respiratory findings due
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to exertion performed in extreme conditions; diagnosis,
preclinical screening methods, and therapy.

Introduction to risk factors
for unexplained death in athletes
When talking about respiratory disorders we think of the
pathophysiological changes induced by intense exercise that
can be a cause of morbidity or limitation on athletic performance by itself. In fact, we almost always forget to think of
respiratory disorders as a possible cause of sudden death.
Actually, it is noteworthy that doing a PubMed search on
the topic of sudden death, only few studies among so many
pay attention to respiratory causes. Most continue to list a
long series of cardiovascular abnormalities reliably or surely
related to sudden death. Consequently, we could derive the
illusory belief that competitive athletes suffering from asthma
are not at risk for sudden death during sports.
Actually, in each one of the examined case series of sudden death, undetermined or noncardiac causes, as the respiratory ones, have been more frequently recorded in the younger
groups (,30 years) which include most of the professional
athletes, while in the groups aged more than 30 years, cardiac
causes are prevalent.19 Over a 27-year period, from 1980 to
2006, data on 1,866 fatal events (including survivors of
cardiac arrest) in young athletes participating in organized
competitive sports were both prospectively and retrospectively collected and included in a wide registry, the US
National Registry of Sudden Death in Athletes instituted
at the Minneapolis Heart Institute Foundation.20 Of these,
1,049 deaths (56%) were probably or definitely attributed to
cardiovascular causes; among these hypertrophic cardiomyopathy was the most common, occurring in 251 cases (36%).
Among nontraumatic causes of death (n=182; 10%), heat
stroke, illicit drug use, and pulmonary diseases (asthma with
status asthmaticus [n=15] or pulmonary embolism [n=13])
were the most common.
The danger of a severe bronchoconstriction elicited by
exercise was highlighted by a population based study on
young adults in which 61 of 263 sports related fatalities were
related to asthma exacerbation.21 Among those occurring in
competitive athletes, 51% occurred while participating in
organized sports. Only one of the 61 athletes used inhaled
steroids. In this study by Becker et al, even racial and sex
distribution were considered; athletes with a history of asthma
who died during sporting activities were largely white, at a
nearly 2:1 ratio to blacks; and male versus female subjects,
at a 2:1 ratio, in comparison with a commonly reported ratio
of 1.5:1.21
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Severity of disease is also important. Even though
severe pathological conditions are rare among athletes and
a subject with history of mild asthma may unexpectedly die,
usually death for sudden symptomatic asthma occurs in the
severely afflicted population or in those individuals who
are poorly compliant to therapy or recently hospitalized for
exacerbation.21 The greater attention paid recently to asthma
in the sport population has led not only sports doctors, but
even coaches, to put in place more accurate preventive measures to diagnose and treat patients with this disease.22
But there is not only asthma. We must take into account
cases of pulmonary edema (PE). These may be quite rare
after a strong effort23–25 but are more frequent and severe at
high altitude. High altitude pulmonary edema (HAPE) can
have mortality rates up to 40% where there is limited medical care,26 but fortunately, this problem is of little regard to
endurance athletes because altitudes at which they train are
normally below 2,000–2,500 m.27

The prevalence and incidence
of exercise-induced respiratory
disorders in athletes
The most frequent respiratory ailments of athletes are related
to a mismatch between airway caliber and increased ventilation caused by exercise. We can group them into three classes:
1) disorders related to alterations of the bronchial tone;
2) expiratory flow limitation (EFL) in nonasthmatic subjects;
and 3) disorders of the extrathoracic upper airway.
In actively competing athletes, particularly in the elite
endurance athletes, an increasing prevalence of exerciseinduced asthma (EIA) or exercise-induced bronchoconstriction (EIB) has been widely recorded. EIA and EIB are
terms used to describe the clinical phenomena related to
transient narrowing of the airways that follows vigorous
exercise. Specifically, the term EIA is more appropriately
used to describe symptoms and signs of asthma (bronchoconstriction and symptoms of dyspnea, cough, or wheezing)
provoked by exercise, while the same clinical presentation in
subjects without asthma is defined as EIB.28–31 Conversely,
bronchial hyperresponsiveness (BHR) identifies a positive bronchial provocation test to a physical stimulus like
exercise, dry air hyperpnea or hyperosmolar aerosols, or to
a pharmacological stimulus such as inhaled methacholine
or histamine.28
Despite large variations in prevalence between sports and
reports, EIA, EIB, and/or BHR are some of the most common
chronic medical findings in Olympic athletes.32,33 Although
EIA and EIB can impair athletic performance, many athletes
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with these disorders were able to achieve important goals.
Amy Van Dyken, for example, an athlete who suffered from
relatively severe asthma, won four gold medals in swimming
in the 1996 Olympic Games. Since the 1980s, surveys have
reported high prevalence of asthmatic disorders among athletes, but all these papers were questionnaire-based without
any objective demonstration of EIB.28 Data collected over the
three summer Olympic Games (Atlanta in 1996, Sydney in
2000, and Athens in 2004) confirmed that endurance athletes
were the largest users of inhaled β2-agonists, with bikers
on top (15.3% of all competitors), followed by swimmers
(11.3%), and pentathletes (10.1%).28
In Sydney in 2000 and in Athens in 2004, the International Olympic Committee – Medical Commission (IOCMC) criteria for diagnosing EIA/EIB and/or BHR were
introduced and this found a prevalence of 21.2% of overall
athletes with a positive bronchoprovocation test and 20.7%
with a positive bronchodilator test.34 High prevalence of BHR
(48%) to histamine was also found among swimmers.35 The
Global Allergy and Asthma European Network (GA2LEN)
Olympic study reported prevalence of 25% of asthma symptoms among European athletes participating in the Beijing
Olympic Games.32
In sports requiring strenuous endurance training, athletes are obliged to inspire large volumes of air, and for
this reason an increased risk of developing EIA/EIB may
be expected. This risk is further increased if athletes are
exposed to cold air. For instance, in Olympic Nordic combined and cross-country, skiers withstand prolonged high
levels of ventilation (as much as 200 L/min), often in very
low ambient temperatures.36 In 1998, EIB was found after
a field exercise test in 23% of all athletes of the American
winter Olympic team, with a prevalence of 50% just among
the cross-country skiers.17 Another report by Fitch found that
endurance winter athletes and especially cross-country skiers
(17.2%) represented the group with the highest number of
approved indications for asthma drugs in the 2002, 2006, and
2010 winter Olympic games.33 Also for winter sports other
than cross-country skiing, reports on increased prevalence
of asthma and BHR have been made, including biathlon and
Nordic combined,17 figure skaters,37 ice hockey players,38
and speed skaters.17 The importance of hyperventilation is
demonstrated by another report that documented a prevalence
of EIA/EIB of approximately 15% in cross-country skiers
in comparison with a lower one, less than 4%, in their counterparts represented by alpine ski and ski jump who train in
similar weather conditions without inhaling huge quantities
of cold dry air.36
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From disorders related to alteration of bronchial tone,
we must distinguish EFL related to an excessive increase
of ventilation and flow rates in subjects with nonasthmatic
with normal airways. EFL is supposed to be very frequent in
elite endurance athletes, with a prevalence of up to 40% in
men and up to 90% in women.6–8 Sometimes, flow limitation
concerns the extrathoracic upper airway. Exercise-induced
laryngeal obstruction includes exercise-induced paradoxical
arytenoid motion, exercise-induced laryngomalacia, and
vocal cord dysfunction (VCD). In elite athletes, the main
cause for laryngeal obstruction during exercise appears to
be VCD, with a recorded prevalence of approximately 5%:
most of the cases of VCD (.80%) are described in female
athletes and are often misdiagnosed as asthma.39
Other frequent respiratory disorders in athletes are those
related to an inefficient alveolar-to-arterial O2 exchange.40
Regardless of its numerous causes, this disorder is clinically
featured by arterial desaturation, known as EIAH that is commonly manifested by highly trained endurance athletes, with
a prevalence of about half the young male and an even larger
number of young female athletes developing different degrees
of gas exchange impairment during high level exercise.41
The literature also describes anecdotal cases of PE that
is very rare among athletes.23–25 Quite different could be the
situation for HAPE, where prevalence in healthy individuals can vary from 0.2% to 15%.26 Actually, this problem
little affects endurance athletes who usually compete at or
train at altitudes not exceeding 2,000–2,500 m. At these
altitudes, 25% of athletes can be affected only by a mild and
transient form of acute mountain sickness (AMS), consisting
of headache, loss of appetite or nausea, insomnia, dizziness, and peripheral edema.27 Only sporadically, endurance
athletes can be exposed to a more extreme hypoxia (both in
normo- and hypobaric conditions) for a short time. This is
the case in exposure to altitudes up to 5,000 m with the intention to increase the endogenous erythropoietin production.
Furthermore, to stimulate endurance capacities, athletes can
undergo training sessions in normobaric hypoxic conditions equivalent to altitudes of 4,000–5,000 m (intermittent
hypoxic training), or to repeated intermittent brief exposures
after a few minutes at rest with severe normobaric hypoxia
equivalent to altitudes of up to 6,000 m (intermittent hypoxic
exposure).27 Despite the severe level of hypoxia, there is
no risk of developing AMS, high altitude cerebral edema
(HACE), and HAPE because AMS needs about 6–8 hours
to develop, and HACE or HAPE occur only after continuous exposures of at least 2 days above threshold altitudes of
4,000 m and 3,000–3,500 m, respectively.
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Swimming-induced PE is another rare type of PE, typical
of well-trained swimmers after a heavy swimming session,
characterized by typical symptoms of PE and a pulmonary
restrictive pattern which tends to regress over a week.42
Finally, we must remember infective diseases. Symptoms
indicative of upper respiratory tract infections account for
30% to 40% of examinations in sports medicine clinics by
elite athletes. Rhinitis is a common finding in athletes with
a prevalence .30%, and particularly in swimmers where it
is as high as 74%.43

Outline of the athletic population
most at risk
The previous definitions of EIA, EIB, and BHR allows the
distinction of a nearly physiological response from a pathological condition, with a pathogenesis of bronchoconstriction
supposed to be different in those with pre-existent asthma
compared to those with only exercise-induced symptoms.32
Indeed, bronchoconstriction phenomena appear to be quite
heterogeneous. Recently, Haahtela et al proposed to differentiate two different clinical phenotypes of asthma in athletes.44
The first phenotype is the classical pattern of asthma, characterized by early onset in childhood, responsive to methacholine, atopy and signs of eosinophilic airway inflammation, and
increased FENO (expiratory fraction of nitric oxide) levels.
The second one should be characterized by a late onset of
symptoms during sporting activity, bronchial responsiveness
to eucapnic voluntary hyperventilation (EVH) but not necessarily to methacholine, with a variable response of atopic
markers and FENO. For some of the athletes of this second
group, in which respiratory distress is caused only by extreme
exercise and severe airway cooling/drying, EIB may really be
considered a physiological phenomenon.32 Furthermore, for
subjects of the first phenotype, the natural history of EIA is
unclear and supposed to be different for elite athletes.
Several risk factors for EIA/EIB have been reviewed:
family history of atopy, positive skin prick testing, allergic
rhinitis, and eczema. Atopy is a major risk factor together
with the type of training.45 The risk of asthma increases
25-fold in anaerobic atopic athletes and even 75-fold in
aerobic atopic athletes, compared to nonatopic athletes.46
Specific sport environments markedly increase the likelihood of EIA/EIB. In fact, elite swimmers or runners, especially
those who take part in endurance sports and winter sports
athletes, are more exposed to allergens.46 Symptoms of EIB are
ultimately triggered by chemicals, insecticides, pesticides, and
fertilizers.31,46 It is noteworthy to underline that athletes are particularly liable to injuries to the airway epithelium when they
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are requested to sustain high level exercise, with consequent
high ventilation demand, especially when additionally exposed
to environmental unfavorable conditions (ie, polluted air, cold
dry air, or chlorinated indoor pools).28,30–33 The prevalence of
exercise-induced respiratory disorders in elite athletes just
mentioned in the previous paragraph17,28,32–36 is congruent with
the assumption that the ventilatory demands combined with the
training environment are determining factors in the development of EIB, EIA, and/or BHR. Moreover, this explains the
large variations in prevalence of respiratory disorders existing
between sports that are apparently equivalent, eg, the difference between athletes competing in similar weather conditions
(very low ambient temperatures) such as cross-country skiers
(prolonged high levels of ventilation) and alpine skiers (not
inhaling large quantities of cold dry air).36 Further proof of
the role played by the environment in the increased risk for
developing EIB or EIA has been suggested in athletes exposed
to allergens, pollutants, or airborne irritants.45,46
Most of the clinical data have an explanation in the pathogenetic cascade induced by the severe hyperpnoea achieved
during high level exercise. It would be responsible not only
for the exposition of the airway epithelium, but also for the
increased shear stress and transmural pressure gradients, so
that all together, the last ones would have, as a result, the
sloughing or even a complete detachment of dehydrated
epithelial cells.47
Finally, the repeated sequence of stretching and compressing of airway epithelial cells performed at high flow
rates may determine a negative effect on the functioning of
the epithelial cells. Notwithstanding the airway epithelium’s
intrinsic capability to repair itself rapidly, the reiterated
injury–repair process would be the cause of structural and
functional changes,47 named “airway remodeling”, often
highlighted by bronchoscopy of elite swimmers48 and crosscountry skiers.36
On the other hand, the late development of BHR after
many years of training, often verified in elite athletes, is consistent with a slow and progressive process whereby over time
the contractile properties of the bronchial smooth muscle are
modified by the injury-induced plasma exudation,47 as well
as to a greater extent biased by the inhalation of cold dry air
or of noxious agents, such as byproducts of chlorination and
airborne pollutants.49 The same hyperpnoea and maybe the
low air humidity lead to a rapid evaporation of water from
the airway surface liquid. This becomes hyperosmolar and
draws water from any cell nearby, causing cells to dry up
and consequently release inflammatory mediators that can
promote bronchoconstriction.32
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Furthermore, the inhalation of cold dry air and subsequent
dehydration act as an additional stress, the “thermal stress”,
by which the airway’s cooling during exercise is followed
by fast rewarming once at rest.50 The cooling of airways
causes a parasympathetic-mediated bronchoconstriction,
with, at first, a vasoconstriction of bronchial venules. The
rewarming at the end of exercise causes a vasodilation with
mucosal edema. All these mechanisms reduce the size of the
bronchial lumen.17
Sometimes, cross-country skiers have BHR only when
bronchial challenge with methacholine is administered, due
to both the enhanced access to the M3 muscarinic receptors
on bronchial smooth muscle and the abovementioned process
of change in contractility following injury and repair of the
epithelial barrier.51 Images of the airways, obtained by magnetic resonance (MR) with hyperpolarized helium, confirm
the presence, during exercise-induced bronchoconstriction
phenomena, of areas of closure or near closure of segmental
airways in the lungs during EIB.52

Clinical presentation and diagnosis
EIA, EIB, and BHR
Diagnosis of asthma is typically clinical and based on the history of recurring episodes of bronchial obstruction, physical
examination, and signs indicating the presence of bronchial
obstruction.53 The competing athlete frequently reports the
presence of respiratory symptoms in relationship to exercise,
but the diagnosis of EIA or EIB may be difficult because of
the variability and nonspecificity of symptoms.
Criteria for the diagnosis of EIA, EIB, and/or BHR in
athletes are documented.28 Actually, since 2002, the IOCMC required a combination of symptoms and objective
criteria such as positive exercise test, positive bronchodilator test, or the presence of BHR to direct (eg, methacholine
or histamine) or indirect (eg, EVH, inhalation of cold dry
air, dry air, hyperosmolar aerosols like hypertonic saline,
and inhalation of mannitol and adenosine monophosphate).54,55 Generally, it might be stated that indirect tests
are more specific for asthma, whereas the direct tests are
more sensitive.
In the 1980s, EIB was reported in 70%–80% of the
asthmatic patients.56 However, presently this has changed
dramatically with the widespread use of anti-inflammatory
treatment of asthma with inhaled corticosteroids.
EIB is established by a decline in the FEV 1 which
confirms airway obstruction (Figure 1).57 The intensity
of the bronchoconstriction typically reaches its peak at
5 to 10 minutes after an exhaustive exercise and usually
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Figure 1 Typical change in forced expiratory volume in 1 second in response to an 8 minute exercise challenge in exercise-induced bronchoconstriction (EIB)-positive
individuals.
Notes: Note the small improvement in forced expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV1) immediately after exercise followed by significant falls in FEV1 at 5 minutes after the cessation
of exercise. Spontaneous recovery is most often nearly complete by 30 minutes postchallenge. Recovery can be accelerated by administration of an inhaled β2-agonist. Reprinted
from J Allergy Clin Immunol, 122, Rundell K, Slee J, Exercise and other indirect challenges to demonstrate asthma or exercise-induced bronchoconstriction in athletes, 238–246,
copyright (2008), with permission from Elsevier.53

ceases about 60 minutes thereafter.57 A distinctive clinical
element of EIB is the so-called refractory period, visible
when exercise is repeated within 1 to 3 hours with less of
an EIB response.29
Similar to typical asthma symptoms, patients with EIB
will describe cough, chest tightness, wheezing, and shortness of breath.
Differential diagnosis of EIB should embrace deconditioning, obesity, upper airway obstruction such as VCD or
laryngomalacia, anxiety-related hyperventilation, as well as
other cardiac and pulmonary abnormalities.39,49
The latest American Thoracic Society guidelines recommend that the exercise should be exhaustive, conducted for a
minimum of 8 minutes without warming up and designed to
be as sport specific as possible, with a workload corresponding
to 95% of maximum heart rate during the last 4 minutes, with
inhalation of air with a relative humidity below 50% and an
ambient temperature of 20°C–25°C.58 An exercise challenge
involves measuring FEV1 before exercise and at 3, 5, 10, and
15 minutes after stopping exercise. It was demonstrated that
EIB is heavily influenced by the humidity and temperature of
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the inhaled air, and that the use of inhaled cold air (−20°C)
during exercise testing markedly increased the sensitivity in
diagnosing EIB without decreasing specificity.58
For exercise tests (in laboratory or in field), both the European Respiratory Society (ERS) and the American Thoracic
Society recommend observing a fall in FEV1 of 10% from
baseline for the test to be considered positive.58,59 Exercise
challenge tests performed both in the laboratory and in the
field have been proven to have a high specificity for EIB.
However, laboratory exercise tests have only a moderate
sensitivity for EIB in elite athletes, while those performed in
the field lack standardization.60 The laboratory test may be the
demonstration of reversibility to an inhaled bronchodilator.
This is of value to detect airway obstruction, but has limited
value as a basis for diagnosis of asthma. The bronchodilator
response is a continuous variable, and therefore a defined
cutoff value, as this one recommended by ERS is arbitrary.
This criterion for a positive bronchodilator response is an
increase in FEV1 of 12% or more from baseline and that
exceeds 200 mL, following a therapeutic inhaled dose (200
µg) of a short acting β2-agonist (salbutamol).28 Before the test,
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short acting bronchodilators (salbutamol and ipratropium
bromide) should be withheld for 8 hours and long acting
bronchodilators (salmeterol, formoterol, and tiotropium
bromide) for 24 hours or longer.28
To test direct bronchial responsiveness, since the 1970s,
Juniper et al61 introduced the use of inhaled histamine or
methacholine. Then cutoff points were chosen on the basis
of specificity, rather than sensitivity to methacholine challenges, to identify people with asthma. Different cutoff
levels of methacholine or histamine challenges were used
for athletes not treated by inhaled corticosteroids (a provocative concentration causing a 20% fall in FEV1 [PC20] <4 mg/
mL or a provocative dose that decreases the FEV1 by 20%
[PD20] 2 μmol) and for athletes who have received inhaled
corticosteroids for a period .3 months (PC20 #6.6 mg/
mL or PD20 #13.6 µmol) to obtain approval to use inhaled
β2-agonists. Direct challenge tests are not recommended in
athletes with pure EIB because they have been shown to have
high specificity but only a low sensitivity for EIB.58
Finally, we can test bronchial responsiveness by indirect
challenges. Hyperresponsiveness to indirect stimuli, such as
exercise and EVH, hypo- or hypertonic aerosols, adenosine
5′-monophosphate, and a dry powder preparation of mannitol
is considered to be more specific for asthma than hyperresponsiveness to a direct stimulus.
Among indirect challenges, currently the EVH test
is the recommended challenge test by the IOC, as it is
considered the appropriate laboratory based challenge test
for the establishment of EIB. This challenge test has been
recognized to have both a high sensitivity and specificity
for EIB.60 In the protocol, the subject is required to perform hyperpnoea by inhaling dry air containing 5% CO2
(to prevent hypocapnia) at room temperature for 6 minutes
at a ventilation corresponding to 30 times baseline FEV1.
Maximal voluntary flow volume loops are measured before
EVH (best of three) and at 3, 5, 10, and 15 minutes after
stopping hyperventilation.62 Actually, the osmotic challenge
tests, such as the hypertonic saline and inhaled dry powder
mannitol, have been shown to have both a high sensitivity
and specificity for EIB and may be a useful alternative to
the EVH challenge.39
A reduction in FEV1 of 10% before and after the provocative agent for indirect tests, except for mannitol, is
considered adequate and comparable with the stimulus of the
standardized exercise test.62 Mannitol is given by inhalation
in progressively increasing doses where the dose inhaled
should be #635 mg to cause a decrease in FEV1 of 15%.63
Finally, we must remember that, unlike in sedentary subjects,
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FENO is a poor predictor of BHR and of clinical asthma in
elite athletes.64

EFL
EFL in nonasthmatic athletes is a common finding during
exercise when higher ventilatory requirements, determined
by either larger tidal volume (with similar respiratory rate
and expiratory time) or faster respiratory rate and shorter
expiratory time (with similar tidal volume), or both, produce an increased mean tidal expiratory flow and reduced
expiratory flow reserve during tidal breathing,65 so that
ventilator capacities are no longer able to meet the higher
metabolic demands.
EFL represents a cause of ventilatory limitation to maximal exercise in highly trained endurance athletes and can be
a cause of hypoxemia on exertion.6,8,40,66 It is a phenomenon
more frequent in females because of their reduced airway
caliber.7,8 Even body position, aging, hyperpnea–tachypnea,
exercise, low volume breathing, or airflow reduction, alone
or more often combined, are the main elements involved in
the development of EFL in humans.65
Most of the mechanical constraint over minute ventilation
(VE) has a functional origin because of the upper limit to
flow rate exerted by the airways, especially during expiration,
manifested by the maximal volitional FVL envelope. Partial
encroachment of the tidal volume loop over the maximum
FVL can be evident in most of the trained subjects during high
levels of exercise.65 In several fit young men and especially in
women and older fit adults,7,8 tidal breathing during maximal
exercise achieves both high flow rate and large volumes so
that the whole area of the maximum volitional FVL can
be covered.65 Because of the increased ventilatory requirements determined by the metabolic needs during maximum
exercise, these groups are especially liable to expiratory
flow limitation, not only in cases of normal maximum FVL
in young males, but mainly when dealing with smaller FVL
recorded in females (compared to males of similar anthropometric size). There is also a significant age dependent
reduction in lung elastic recoil and expiratory flow reserve
observed in the older endurance athletes (65 to 75 years old).
Maximal FVLs should be recorded every 2 minutes during
exercise and recovery phases of an incremental maximal
cardiorespiratory test.67
Hyperinflation and reduced inspiratory capacity accompany EFL. Hyperinflation allows further increases in expiratory flow rate and VE, but with some costs to be paid.6–8
Dyspnea is increased because of the increased elastic work
of breathing for the reduced dynamic lung compliance and
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of inspiratory muscle fatigue exacerbation (these muscles
have to work at a shorter than optimal length and a higher
velocity of shortening). Furthermore, tidal volume (VT)
reaches an early plateau, and respiratory rate has to rapidly
increase.6–8 Finally, hyperinflation increases left ventricle
after load with compromise of cardiac output by a positive
expiratory intrapleural pressure.68
That flow limitation may constrain VE has been experimentally documented by the increase in VT and VE with
concurrent reduction in the end-expiratory lung volume,
and in the ventilatory response to CO2 occurring when low
density He-O2 mixtures are inspired to allow a greater expansion of the maximum FVL and to remove expiratory flow
limitation.66 In the same study, it has been suggested that less
than 50% of the tidal volume is needed to encroach on the
maximum expiratory FVL, before the rise of end-expiratory
lung volume can be observed and VT and VE be constrained.
Apparently, this phenomenon has been observed when tidal
breathing envelopes impinge on or are even greater than the
inner edges of maximal volitional FVLs recorded at regular
A

intervals during exercise and in the recovery phase.66 Because
of technical artifacts due to thoracic gas compression occurring during forced maneuvers and to the consecutive emptying of the lungs regions with unequal time constant and time/
volume history in the preceding inspiration, this method has
not been truly reliable. To overcome these limitations in the
detection of EFL, the negative expiratory pressure (NEP)
method has been implemented in the research and clinical
practice.69 A negative pressure of a few cm H2O (no more
than 5 cm H2O) is administered to the mouth at the beginning
of expiration to settle a pressure gradient between the alveoli
and airway opening. NEP applied for the whole expiration
will ascertain a rise of expiratory flow in the absence of
EFL. On the contrary, the expiratory flow does not grow
in extent over the flow of the preceding control expiration,
entirely or partially over the tidal expiration, in the presence
of total or partial EFL (Figure 2). The NEP method that has
been verified by means of isovolume pressure flow curves
is not dependent on the cooperation of the subjects and does
not require body plethysmography; consequently it can be
B
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Figure 2 Maximal and tidal flow volume curves in two chronic obstructive pulmonary disorder patients.
Notes: (A) The first with tidal expiratory flow limitation (EFL) at rest. (B) Airflow reduction at rest but no EFL. (C) The negative expiratory pressure application does not
increase expiratory flow in the first patient. (D) The negative expiratory pressure application elicits greater expiratory flow. Reproduced from Tantucci C. Expiratory flow
limitation definition, mechanisms, methods, and significance. Pulm Med. 2013;2013:749860.65 Copyright © 2013 Claudio Tantucci. This is an open access article distributed under
the Creative Commons Attribution License, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
Abbreviations: EFL, expiratory flow limitation; NEP, negative expiratory pressure.
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performed at rest in any body position or even during effort
and is usually free from interpretative mistakes.69
Recently, the use of forced oscillation technique (FOT)
during tidal breathing has been of help to detect EFL breathby-breath, both at rest and during exercise.70 In FOT an
oscillatory pressure is applied to the mouth. If the oscillatory
pressure does not reach the alveoli during expiration because
of the presence of a flow limiting segment in the bronchial
tree, the subsequent reflexed signal of reactance, instead of
being determined by the mechanical properties of both lung
parenchyma and airways, is elicited only by those of the airways. In this case, the reactance signal becomes a lot more
negative than usual with a clear within-breath distinction
between inspiration and expiration. FOT is a promising
diagnostic tool to identify EFL during tidal breathing.

Upper airway obstruction such
as VCD or laryngomalacia
Obstruction of the upper airways can be characterized by
shortness of breath, increased inspiratory effort, stridor, and
wheeze. Upper airway obstruction may be dynamic and only
present during exercise.9 The most common cause of upper airway obstruction during exercise is VCD, a paradoxical vocal
cord movement. In some subjects, during inspiration the vocal
cords are not abducted (open) but paradoxically adducted
(close) even in the early expiration which causes obstruction.
In patients with exercise-induced dyspnea, the prevalence of
VCD has been reported to range from 5% to 15%.10
Diagnosis of VCD has been associated with gastro
esophageal reflux and type A personalities, and it should
be suspected with a history of inspiratory wheeze and
throat tightness. VCD appears to be prevalent among young
females. The diagnosis of VCD is suspected by FVL with
variable blunting of the inspiratory loop sometimes developed
after methacholine challenge test.39 The inspiratory closure
with posterior “chinking” (a limited opening at the posterior
aspect of the cords) or, less commonly, a complete closure of
the vocal cords, are the typical findings from laryngoscopy.
The paradoxical motion of the vocal cords revealed by the
fiberoptic rhinolaryngoscopy, or better by continuous laryngoscopy during an exercise test,71 allows the definitive
diagnosis of VCD. VCD may be responsive to breathing
retraining by rehearsing cycles of conscious diaphragmatic
breathing and relaxation of the larynx. Speech pathologists
play a key role in instructing subjects in the breathing training exercises.9
Laryngomalacia is a less common cause of exerciseinduced stridor. It is prevalent in female competitive athletes
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who suddenly develop stridor at near peak exercise. The
larynx in females may be susceptible to collapse because of
its shortness and narrowness in comparison to males.9 It is
differentiated from VCD by fiberoptic rhinolaryngoscopy.
Collapse of the arytenoid area with normal vocal cord motion
is the distinctive finding, and laser supraglottoplasty has been
a successful treatment.9

EIAH
EIAH is characterized by a substantial exercise-induced
arterial O2 desaturation during the last part of excessive
exercise. Estimated noninvasively via pulse oximetry, EIAH
is very frequent.2,40,41 We have already seen that EIAH can be
recognized by a long series of causes among which we must
remember interstitial pulmonary edema, small intracardiac
or intrapulmonary shunts patency,11,12 the occurrence of
inadequate hyperventilation due to a mechanical constraint
by expiratory flow limitation,66 or to blunted chemoreceptor
sensitivity.72 Most of these clinical aspects can be detected
in the laboratory or in the field by diagnostic tools of different complexity.
The significance of the desaturation phenomena during an
excessive effort is unclear: in other terms should we consider
these phenomena as the ultimate extent of human O2 transport
capability, ie, a nearly physiologic response, or alternatively
an abnormality of the respiratory function causing limitation
of endurance performance?

Interstitial PE
Isolated cases of PE occurring in athletes after strong exercise
have been anecdotally reported in literature.23–25 Overt PE is
fortunately a rare, dramatic clinical event characterized by
dyspnea, cough, hemoptoe, and EIAH is much more frequent
and normally totally asymptomatic.13 Among the causes of
EIAH, there is an excessive increase during exercise of the
alveolar-capillary gradient for O2 tension (ΔPA-aO2 )difference
related to a ventilation/perfusion inequality, at least in part
dependent from interstitial pulmonary edema formation.40
It has been postulated that the first step in this series of
events is an excessive increase in blood flow through the
pulmonary capillary bed. When complete recruitment of the
capillary bed is achieved, the pressure in precapillary vessels rises, causing excessive wall stress, that translates into
a failure of the normal properties of the alveolar–capillary
membrane and fluid transudation.73,74
An alveolar PE can easily be diagnosed. More difficult is
recognizing the formation of interstitial edema.13 However,
detection of increased closing lung volume and/or reduction
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in diffusing capacity test provides a clue of early small airway
compression due to pulmonary interstitial fluid accumulation/edema.75 Revealing an early phase of PE is fundamental,
because the increased pulmonary extravascular fluid would
exert an early compression of the airways having the effect, at
rest, of an increased volume at which small airways close and
later on, during exercise, of a functional sever of lung volume
that diminishes maximal expiratory flow rates at tidal volume.
Based on Guy’s single breath techniques, this method does
not require foreign inert gases or 100% of oxygen and can
be applied by measuring closing volume with hand portable
equipment directly in the field.76
An additional functional method that gives the opportunity to test the alveolar–capillary membrane integrity is the lung diffusing capacity test.77 In particular,
the lung diffusion for carbon monoxide (DLCO) is the
expression of the carbon monoxide (CO) passage through
the alveolar–capillary membrane and into the plasma and
the erythrocytes. Persistent reduction of DLCO is expected
in the case of thickening of the alveolar–capillary wall, as
in the presence of interstitial edema.77
Many studies demonstrated a decreasing of DLCO in
endurance athletes after a strong and prolonged exercise:
some of these, to reinforce the hypothesis of the formation of interstitial edema even in apparently healthy
subjects, have combined the DLCO measurement with
radiological techniques, such as MR 78 and computed
tomography (CT).79
Imaging radiological techniques, such as CT, MR,
and chest radiography,80 are equally reliable in supporting
the diagnosis of interstitial edema induced by exhausting
endurance sports. These findings sustain the concept of a
heterogeneous distribution of elevated capillary pressures
related to the development of a heterogeneous distribution
of hypoxic vasoconstriction in either pulmonary arteries or
veins, or both.73 MR provides information regarding tissue
abnormalities (ie, the presence of interstitial edema), the
exercise-induced changes in ventilation distribution, and
by means of arterial spin labeling, measures of pulmonary
perfusion which are also evidence of the incidence of ventiloperfusive mismatch. Obviously, the high accuracy of CT
and MR in detecting PE is negatively affected by a series of
limiting conditions (costs, availability, complexity, duration,
and, only for CT, ionizing exposure), which prohibits routine
use in healthy subjects on the field.
Vice versa, chest ultrasonography is a nonionizing, noninvasive imaging technique, easily available and suitable in
relation to its low time consuming application, sustainable
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cost, and high versatility. The ultrasound comet tail image is a
pathognomonic echographic sign resembling multiple comet
tails spreading out from the lung surface.81 This particular
image arising from water thickened interlobular septa may
give an approximate, semiquantitative hint for estimating
extravascular lung water excess and indirectly pulmonary
wedge pressure, and it is also sensitive and accurate for detection of early subclinical interstitial edema. Chest ultrasound
scanning is hand portable and examinations directly in the
field are allowed. A study, realized on ultratriathlon athletes
at the end of an exhaustive exercise, documented a significant
increase in ultrasound comet tail image that partially faded
after 12 hours.82

Intracardiac or intrapulmonary shunts
During exercise the opening of two types of shunts, intracardiac and/or intrapulmonary, has been demonstrated. A patent
foramen ovale has been recognized as a potential intracardiac
shunt in 20%–25% of the general population.83 However, the
patency of the shunts during exercise will be resultant from
the gradient of pressures manifested between the right and left
atrium. As the pressure difference is normally negative during exercise, the higher left atrial pressure would determine
closure of the flap valve against the septum secunda, thereby
impeding the right-to-left venous blending. Nonetheless,
considerable right-to-left intracardiac shunting has been
evidenced under effort in the presence of pulmonary hypertension and in hypoxic conditions.84
Intrapulmonary arteriovenous shunt pathways .50 µm
diameter develop when physiologic perfusion pressures are
applied to isolated human lungs. In the past few years, evidence
for the recruitment of intrapulmonary arteriovenous shunt
pathways during exercise in healthy subjects with no demonstration of an intrapulmonary or intracardiac shunt at rest, has
been collected.11 Arteriovenous shunt pathways, occurring both
at rest and with exercise,12 may be sensitively ascertained by
using echocardiography with a saline solution contrast medium
shaken to create bubbles before being injected into a peripheral
vein. Saline solution contrast echocardiography is regarded as
the most sensitive and reliable method for detecting arteriovenous shunt pathways and allowing the differential diagnosis
between intracardiac from intrapulmonary shunting.11

Preclinical screening methods
Respiratory disorders in the athletic population are the cause
of increased morbidity, a worsening of sport performance,
and in rare cases of sudden death. Consequently, the need to
dispense a widespread screening program, similar to those
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arranged for cardiovascular diseases, has been considered
necessary. Notably, any preventive action should take into
consideration not only an individual’s features, but even the
environmental conditions (altitude, temperature, exposure to
air allergens, etc) in which the athletes usually perform.
In athletes known to be atopic, repeated airway injury
is thought to create a sensitization of the bronchial smooth
muscle and an increased risk of BHR and EIA.85
But if long term (along several years) endurance training
can be the cause of development of airflow limitation,86 there
is also evidence that the interruption of sporting activity may
block this pathological progression in the airways.87
On the other hand, it has also been supposed that more
transient airway changes can have a seasonal pattern as noted,
eg, in elite Finnish runners.88
Consequently, not only atopic athletes should be studied
for EIB/BHR, but preventive measures should be adopted
for athletes known to be sensitized to avoid the detrimental
effects due to training in environments with high levels of
airborne allergens.
For example, endurance trained athletes of Mediterranean
regions are never subject to very cold and dry weather, but
they are normally challenged by a considerable release of
airborne allergens, often occurring at the beginning of spring,
and/or exposure to ozone (by the photochemical forming
reactions) during hot summer days. At the same time, the
training workload becomes gradually more intensive, from
the low burden during the basal training period (fall/winter)
to the high levels during the precompetitive (winter/spring)
and competitive (summer) season. As hyperventilation
would be more common and longer when the quality of the
ambient air is worsened (allergens and ozone concentrations
peak), impairment of lung function in these athletes could
be expected in the course of the season.
However, a study planned by Kippelen et al89 failed to
show significant evidence of lung function impairment in
endurance trained athletes after 1 year of training in the
Mediterranean area. Ventilatory response to exercise and
single breath O2 test were examined three times, along with
lung function before and after exercise, with only minor and
nonclinically significant changes noticed through the season.
Moreover, a change in the breathing pattern was also observed
during maximal exercise performed in the competitive period
(a changeover to a fast and shallow breathing) inferring that
the ventilatory adjustment was no longer comparable at the
end of the sports season, because of an increased exposure
to a polluted environment (increased ambient ozone) or,
more probably, of respiratory muscle fatigue development.89
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Also, another study on Tunisian runners failed to show any
deterioration in symptoms or changes in pulmonary function
after 1 year of training, even in the face of increased markers
of inflammation.90
Currently, it is not possible to foresee when a nonasthmatic endurance athlete may experience significant bronchospasm during exercise. Therefore, qualified health care
personnel are an invaluable resource to manage such episodes
when they unexpectedly occur. As previously stated in the
diagnostic testing section, history and physical examination
alone are not trustworthy in detecting the presence or absence
of EIB/BHR, also because there are several disorders that
can simulate EIB. The situation is often unclear, and this
is confirmed by the fact that roughly half of those athletes
suffering from EIB-like symptoms have airway function at
rest in the normal range, while half of those who are asymptomatic will manifest bronchospasm after exercise or other
indirect challenge.91
Because of relatively high prevalence of EIB in elite
level athletes, some organizations have been implementing
specific screening tests for athletes.92 No current guidelines
are provided to plan this practice and its efficacy and cost
effectiveness is controversial. These screening activities
should be aimed at the recognition of asthmatic patients.
A proper diagnosis would have a dual purpose: to allow
asthmatic athletes to be treated according to the present
guidelines, also when participating in sports, and to avoid
treatment of subjects with similar symptoms but different diagnoses.93 There now exists overwhelming evidence
that inhaled β2-agonists93,94 and inhaled corticosteroids95
do not improve performance in healthy athletes, and that
paradoxically, an erroneous or even excessive treatment can
exacerbate asthma episodes.93 This favors an approach which
should give priority to sensitivity over specificity in the use
of laboratory methods as a tool in documenting the diagnosis
of asthma. Before settling on widespread screening for EIB,
the assessment of the potential benefits and harm in testing
the endurance athletes, at least winter athletes and swimmers
who are at more risk, is needed.92
Many public institutions have established guidelines,
valid at a national level, on the screening test to be applied
to many sports athletes. The Italian Ministry of Health for
example, since 1982, has drawn up standards of health
protection in competitive sports where spirometry has been
inserted between screening tests for all aerobic sports activities of medium and high level.96 Furthermore, as we have
already described, the IOC-MC required that all athletes
using inhaled β2-agonists participating in winter and summer
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Olympic Games produce objective evidence of EIB, making
the bronchial provocation challenge tests necessary in the
diagnosis of EIB.54
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Nonpharmacologic treatment
Even if the treatment of athletes with EIB is pharmacologic, alternative measures, including preventing strategies, have been found to be efficacious despite the lack of
studies comparing the nonpharmacologic treatments with
medication. Strategies to lower the impact of environmental
factors on exercise-induced airway injury in elite athletes
take into account specific noxious agents, such as 1) cold air
for winter sports athletes, 2) byproducts of chlorination for
swimmers, 3) airborne pollutants, 4) airborne allergens for
atopic subjects, and 5) respiratory tract infections. The most
common nonpharmacologic preventive strategies together
with some recommended ways of practicing exercise are
included in this paragraph. Preventive measures to mitigate
the dehydration-induced airway injury in the field by the
achievement of an increasing water content of the air inspired
has been put into action either naturally (ie, by raising water
content/absolute humidity), through nasal breathing, or by
putting heat and moisture exchange (HME) devices to use
(either as a simple face mask or as a mouthpiece to heat
exchange devices).97 The latter ones are more suitable because
nasal breathing is unattainable when the breathing changeover from nasal to oronasal usually occurs at ventilation
exceeding approximately 35 L/min. For this reason, the use
of HME devices can be the only individual approach left to
cold weather athletes to impede airway dehydration and heat/
water loss by the increase of the inspired air temperature from
minus 10°C to at least 19°C. The protective effect against EIB
provided by HME devices can enhance the favorable effects
of β2-agonists,98 and this has been shown as considerable,
especially during training at low and subfreezing ambient
temperatures. Both the increased airway resistance and dead
space are the major inconveniences of HME that makes it
impractical to train intensively for long periods or during
competitions.97
Control of the environment, by fixing suitable thresholds in which the athletes train and compete, is another
significant preventive measure. The medical advisor’s
recommendations, edited by the Federation Internationale
de Ski’s website, define the lower limits of ambient temperature for cross-country skiing (ie, −16°C for races 30 km or
longer, −18°C for shorter distance races, −20°C for sprint
races, and biathlon competitions not authorized in cases of
air temperature below −20°C) and when implemented would
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be beneficial in reducing airway injury in competitive cold
weather athletes.97
Chlorine containing agents reacting with organic nitrogen
containing compounds (eg, sweat, dirt, and urine), scattered
by users into the pool, lead to the formation of various well
known irritant byproducts, particularly chloramine, such
as nitrogen trichloride, that can cause acute disarray of the
airway epithelium.99 A concentration of nitrogen trichloride
below 0.3 mg/m3 has been advised as not detrimental to lung
function or airway epithelial permeability of swimmers in the
short term. As elite swimmers and synchronized swimmers
are recommended not to stay in a chlorinated atmosphere even
during out-of-water training, satisfactory ventilation (ie, fresh
air flow rate not less than 60 m3/hour) should be maintained
to reduce the concentration of chloramines gathered in the
air above the pool water.99
Polluted air, especially freshly generated particular matter (PM) from combustion engines, has been shown to be
highly injurious to the airways, especially when high ventilation during strenuous exercise develops in areas where PM
levels exceed the standards set by Environmental Protection
Authorities. In these circumstances, a greater deposition of
PM in the lungs and a higher concentration of ozone (O3) and
mono-nitrogen oxides (NOx) entering the airways increase
the risk of airway injury.100
Indoor air quality in ice skating arenas, with regard to the
levels of NOX and the particulate matter with aerodynamic
diameter 0.02-1 μm (PM1), is improved by increasing ventilation to mitigate airway injury and inflammation in ice
hockey players and in speed and figure skaters. Fumes from
fluorinated ski waxes originating from daily hot waxing are
another cause of airway injury in Nordic and alpine skiers;
they are exposed even at rest and on a daily basis since the
early phases of their career.101 Similar to other cases, this
is also a case where adequate ventilation of indoor air is a
beneficial preventive measure.
Atopic athletes are thought to have an enhanced risk
for BHR. Consequently, athletes with known allergies/
rhinitis should plan to train in environments with low levels
of airborne allergens.101 Similarly, respiratory tract infections, such as the common cold, increase the burden of the
airway epithelium to injuries: athletes should be careful
to withdraw contact with subjects showing signs of upper
airway infections. For asthmatic athletes, annual influenza
vaccination should be considered.85 The threshold at which
symptoms of EIB develop is usually raised, and the severity
of EIB is simultaneously diminished, by the improvement
of conditioning and the practice of warm up102,103 and inter-
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mittent exercises.104,105 The beneficial effects are related to
the enhancement of bronchial blood flow and to a higher
rate of water returned to the airway surface, and may not
only extinguish EIB but also lead to short term resistance
to EIB.85
Furthermore, physical training increases maximal exercise capacity and delays anaerobic threshold. Consequently,
compensatory hyperpnoea, one of the major stimuli for EIB,
is delayed and exercise tolerance improves after aerobic
training. Respiratory muscle training may also improve
exercise capacity improving asthma symptoms.

Pharmacologic treatment
Drug treatment of respiratory disorders in elite athletes
should follow standard national or international guidelines
(eg, Global Initiative for Asthma),106 be individualized to
achieve control, be monitored, and eventually must comply with current restrictions by sports’ governing bodies
(eg, World Anti-Doping Agency [WADA]).107 According to
the IOC Consensus Statement on Asthma in Elite Athletes
(January 2008), inhaled corticosteroids are considered as
the most effective drugs for long term control of asthma and
prevention of EIB.108,109
Instead, β-adrenergic agonists, short acting inhaled
β-adrenergic agonists (SABAs) and long acting β-adrenergic
agonists (LABAs), are the most commonly recommended,
are generally well tolerated, and are effective medications for
the immediate inhibition of EIB and for relieving intermittent
symptoms of asthma.93,110
However, either the common side effects including
tachycardia, palpitations, and anxiety, or frequent use causing rapid tolerance (or tachyphylaxis) will partially reduce
the effectiveness of β-adrenergic agonists in preventing EIB.
Consequently, infrequent use of β2-agonists has been recommended together with the use of alternative treatments to
prevent EIB.54,93 Because there is now sufficient evidence in
the literature indicating that both inhaled steroid and SABAs
and LABAs do not improve athletic performance in healthy
athletes,93–95 β2-agonists are also regularly used in addition
to inhaled steroids.
Article 4.2.2 of the World Anti-Doping Code refers to
the Prohibited List as the international standard.107 This list,
which has just come into force on January 1, 2014, stipulates that all β2-agonists including their D- and L-isomers
are prohibited at all times (in and out of competition). Their
use requires a Therapeutic Use Exemption. As an exception,
formoterol (maximum 54 µg over 24 hours), salbutamol
(maximum 1,600 µg over 24 hours), and salmeterol (when
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taken by inhalation in accordance with the manufacturers’
recommended therapeutic regime), when administered
by inhalation to prevent and/or treat asthma and exerciseinduced asthma/bronchoconstriction, are permitted.107 This
is required by the WADA, which is the controller organ of
all international competitive sports, except for the Olympic
Games that are under the control of the IOC-MC. As we have
already seen, the IOC-MC required an objective documentation of BHR or EIB to permit the use of β2-agonists.
Even if β2-agonists are likely to be recognized as the most
effective bronchodilators available in the near future, a second
line medication, rarely used as monotherapy in practice, is
a group of leukotriene antagonists which is considered as
effective as LABAs so that its use should achieve better management of EIB, as stated in the IOC Consensus Statement
on Asthma in Elite Athletes.54,55 Consequently, β2-agonist
use would be helpful only for occasional or symptomatic
use. Leukotriene antagonists may be helpful in the treatment of EIA and have been shown to be more effective in
the EIB that is refractory to β-adrenergic agonists. However,
the beneficial effects of montelukast in athletes with EIB or
asthma are uncertain, even though it has been shown to be
particularly effective in limiting bronchoconstriction in a
population exposed to the inhalation of ice rink air containing high concentrations of PM1.111 This is a further clue that
bronchoconstriction and the underlying airway injury may
be the result of a leukotriene mediated pathogenetic process.
An adjunctive treatment for EIA is cromolyn sodium.112 The
altered ventilation and/or perfusion distribution has commonly been attributed to an increased concentration of some
airway or vascular tone mediators such as histamine. This
observation has also been suggested by the improvement in
impaired gas exchange with the use of nedocromil sodium
in athletes with EIA.112 With atopy being a risk factor for the
worsening of EIA or development of BHR in elite athletes,
antihistamines and intranasal steroids are usually prescribed
for seasonal allergies and allergic rhinitis to achieve a reduction of the allergic airway inflammation. Leukotriene antagonists, antihistamines, and cromolyn sodium are allowed
substances by sports’ governing bodies.107 Because pollutant induced bronchoconstriction is usually mediated by the
oxidative stress, an accessory short term antioxidant supplementation (vitamins C and E) together with a low salt diet
has been recommended to athletes exposed to air pollutants,
even though the long term effects (beneficial or detrimental)
of their chronic use on the respiratory health of athletes
are unknown.113 Also, omega-3 polyunsaturated fatty acids
decrease inflammatory eicosanoids, cytokines, and reactive
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oxygen species levels, with a small but significant improvement in FEV1 in asthmatic adults taking a low dose of fish oil
(1 g/day of eicosapentaenoic acid and docosahexaenoic acid)
for 12 months.114 In summary, both the implementation of
prevention strategies for inhibiting acute airway injury and
the efficacy of various pharmacological agents for reducing
the risk for long term development of airway impairment
in elite athletes needs experimental validation through the
planning of longitudinal studies of efficacy.

Conclusion and future direction
With the state of current knowledge, cardiac problems are not
the only cause of morbidity and mortality among endurance
athletes. For this reason, the abovementioned meaningful
evidence of respiratory disorders in endurance athletes
deserves to be widespread knowledge both in the scientific
and in the athletic international community. As a matter of
fact, paying attention to the concept that the respiratory system may show a pathophysiological limitation to endurance
performance and sometimes be a cause of illness or even
death is definitely the first step.
Consequently, priority is given to the screening plans
for atopic athletes and those athletes engaged in extreme
aerobic disciplines, because of both the high intensity of the
demanded effort and/or unfavorable environmental conditions in which they are challenged.
Screening activities may include simple to administer
respiratory testing, such as the EVH challenge, or more
sophisticated and comprehensive tests such as a maximal
cardiopulmonary exercise test with FVL, to assess the presence of the phenomena of bronchospasm and/or desaturation
during strenuous effort. The development of protocols for
studies in which these tests can be executed in environmental conditions as similar as possible to those in which the
competition takes place will produce more accurate and
predictive results and, in addition, will considerably improve
the screening activity. The possibility of realizing diagnostic
tools that are even smaller and more easily portable in the
field will allow rapid achievement of this goal.
As has occurred in the context of rehabilitation, where
specific training protocols have proven efficacy as an auxiliary therapy for chronic respiratory diseases, we believe that
the right balance between drug therapy and training mode
will also somehow represent a new approach to respiratory
disorders of endurance athletes.
In conclusion, taking up the question of the title of this report,
we can say that every endurance athlete has their own limit in
endurance training that once passed will produce all the possible
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respiratory disorders previously described. The question is precisely to understand if there is a limit in terms of intensity and/or
in terms of duration in years to endurance training, before respiratory disorders can appear, and if we can apply any preventive
strategies. To be an endurance champion, this inevitably means
accepting all the labors of strong training but also enduring all
possible health problems caused by the same.
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